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Dead Space is the forthcoming sequel to Dead Space 2 in Dead Space series and is a third person
shooter and survival horror video game being developed for Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 3 and
Xbox 360 by Visceral Games. The game will be published by Electronic Arts and is set to be
released in February 2013.

Dead Space 3 features Visceral Engine. The gameplay is set on Tau Volantis, an iced up planet,
include protagonists Isaac Clarke and merciless soldier Sgt. John Carver who together assign their
selves to discover the source of the Necromorph outbreak and thus try to stop the Necromorph
scourge for good and will be able to roll and take cover to avoid attacks.

The story begins when at their planet side their craft becomes anxious and eventually crashes and
Isaac and Ellie gets separated and the time comes to take control, and then another protagonist
gets introduced Sgt. John Carver who plays an important role in the gameplay. Dead Space 3
features a drop-in, drop-out gameplay experience where the secondary player takes control of John
Craver.

Dead space 3 will offer amazing features such as Issac will be having abilities beyond the weapons
available to him; weapons in Dead Space 3 are lot much upgraded such as alternate-fire will be
much differently than before and will have a similar knock-back effect to the Force Gun, the plasma
cutter is an entirely new weapon now, the Pulse Rifle will be featuring the saw blades as a
secondary firing mode.

Sniper: Ghost Warrior 2

Sniper: Ghost Warrior 2 is a forthcoming first-person shooter video game being developed for
Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 by City Interactive and published by City
Interactive. The game is the sequel to Sniper: Ghost Warrior and is scheduled to be released on
October 9, 2o12 in North America andEurope.

The game is solemnly a shooting game and features stealth, unarmed shooting, and ostensible
sniping techniques. The game will be featuring a multiplayer mode along with a co-op mode that will
support up to two players game play and in multiplayer mode the player will be taking role of a
sniper and engage others in sniping clashes.
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